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We are a village based youth organization in Bembeke, Our main objective is promoting the
youth especially girls we have conducted a research on why is our area( Bembeke) is having a
lot of girls getting themselves into early marriages and pregnancy, drug and substance abuse,
sextually transmitted diseases just to mention a few. As a group we thought of how we can
engage the youth especially girls to keep them away from these harmful practices by teaching
them various skills so that they spend most of their time in doing the proposed activities, we also
noted that girls do not fully participate in technical activities such as electronics, mechanics,
carpentery and welding just to mention a few. Our organization is looking for assistance in order
to carry out the intended goal of imparting various skills to these girls so that they can be self
dependant.We have volunteers with various talents who have offered themselves to teach once
we get started. Our place is situated at Kapenuka Village just after Bembeke CDSS.
WHAT ARE WE HAVING AT HAND AS A GROUP
We have land with one house with some rooms that can be turned into small classrooms and one
big room which can be used as work shop for mechanical activities.
WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR
1. `Financial support for the rehabilitation of the house.
2. Tools for the work shop e.g spanners, hummers, screw drivers, welding machine and
grinder, electric soldering guns and many more
3. Electricity/Gen-set if possible to enable us operate some electric tools
4. 4 desktop computers or laptops for computer lessons
HOW IS THE TECHNICAL SCHOOL GOING BE SUSTAINED
1. Community members will be asked to pay a little amount of money Yearly to help in the
running of this facility.

2. The technical workshop will be offering open services such as repairing of motorbikes,
radios, cars and many more so money from the work shop will be used to pay salaries of
teachers and other needs.
3. We will be selling workshop products like door flames and window flames then use the
money to run the school
4. We intend to be buying non-running motorbikes and sell them after repairing then use the
money to pay for various expenses at the school.
SUMMARY OF OUR BUDGET TO GET STARTED
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1
1
1
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DESCRIPTION
Iron sheets(32gauge)
2by8 trances
Various tools
Gen-set Big size
Lifo engine 100cc
San- lg 4stroke engine 125cc
Secondhand computers
Assorted Electronic items for training
Total

AMOUNT
Mk500:00
MK250:00
Mk500:00
Mk700:00
Mk150:00
Mk225:00
Mk250:00
Mk425:00
Mk3000,000:00

SKILLS WE INTED TO OFFER AND THEIR HEADS OF DEPARTMENT
SKILL
Motorbike repairing
Welding and fublication
Carpentry
Computer Studies
Electronics
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Cythia Panganani
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ADMINSTRATION LAYOUT
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Daniel Gondwe
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POSITION
director
Deputy director
Secretary
treasurer

CONTACT
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